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standard ukulele, baritone ukulele, guitar, an important lesson. How can someone so
mandolin, and banjo. Enjoy strumming and tiny help someone so strong? Find out when
singing 68 traditional American folksongs you sing along to The Lion and the Mouse
with your friends: Blowin' in the Wind * City Includes online music access.
of New Orleans * Down to the River to
"I Play My Own Style and I Play it on the
Pray * The Erie Canal * Folsom Prison
Mandolin" Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation
Blues * Gentle on My Mind * Hey, Good
(Mandolin). This collection of 130 mandolin
Lookin' * House of the Rising Sun * I Am a solos is an invaluable resource for fans of
Man of Constant Sorrow * Keep on the
bluegrass music. Each song excerpt has been
Mandolin Dead Man's Tuning Vol. 1 Mel
Sunny Side * King of the Road * Leaving meticulously transcribed note-for-note in tab
Bay Publications
on a Jet Plane * The Night They Drove Old from its original recording so you can study and
This handy book shows all of the basic
Dixie Down * The Red River Valley *
learn these masterful solos by some of the
banjo chords in photo and diagram form.
Sixteen Tons * Take Me Home, Country
instrument's finest pickers. From the legendary
the front of the book contains a section of
Roads * Tennessee Waltz * This Land Is Bill Monroe to more contemporary heroes like
bluegrass G-tuning chords, and the
Your Land * Wade in the Water * You Are Sam Bush and Chris thile, and even including
remainder contains C-tuning.
Bluegrass Jamming on Mandolin Mel Bay My Sunshine * and many more.
some non-bluegrass greats like Dave Apollon
Guitar
Lesson
World:
The
Book
Hal
Publications
and Jethro Burns, this book contains a wide
Leonard
Corporation
(Strum Together). This new, easy-to-use
variety of music and playing styles to enjoy.
format features melody, lyrics, and chord In this Classic Fable in Rhythm and
Mandolin Method Complete
diagrams for five popular folk instruments: Rhyme, a tiny mouse teaches a roaring lion
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Warner Bros. Publications
Guitar Tips brings together
some of the world's greatest
guitarists, each providing
his own insights on music and
the guitar. Blues Guitar
features B.B. King, Albert
Collins, Robben Ford and
Keith Wyatt, each
demonstrating their distinct
approach to playing the
blues. They also explain some
of the techniques that make
their style so identifiable.
Hosted by Keith Wyatt. (52
min.)
Roots & Blues Fingerstyle
Guitar Explorations Water
Moccasin Press
What month is it? The Months
of the Year give us clues!
Months are Patterns of Time
that help us know what we
might be doing and what the
weather will be like, now and
later in the year.
Americana Classics - Strum
Together Hal Leonard Corporation

(Guitar Educational). Boogie woogiescales, chords, turnarounds and
music is one of the greatest
boogie backup; several approaches
influences on the blues, swing
to soloing; how to ad lib blues
jazz and rock 'n' roll. The style licks and solos in any key; how to
is usually identified more with
play the blues up and down the
the piano than the guitar;
neck; and more. Includes these
however, boogie woogie actually
classic blues tunes: Ain't
seems to have originated with
Nobody's Business * Careless Love
guitar players during the latter
* Frankie and Johnny * John Henry
half of the 19th century in the
* The Midnight Special * Nobody
rough "barrel houses" of the
Knows You When You're Down and Out
turpentine and lumber camps of the * See See Rider * St. James
American South. Now with this book Infirmary Blues * St. Louis Blues
and video pack, trace the history * and more. Also includes chord
of boogie woogie guitar with blues grids, standard notation and
historian Dave Rubin and learn how tablature, audio tracks for all
to play the essential patterns
the songs, licks and exercises in
that influenced generations of
the book, with banjo and vocals.
musicians. Features video lessons Beginning Mandolin Kalymi Music
with demonstrations of every music Folk/Country Guitar/Fretted
example in the book!
Instrument Solos
Bluegrass Guitar Alfred Music
Parking Lot Picker's Songbook
Publishing
- Guitar Oak Publications
(Banjo). Best-selling author Fred
Getting into Bluegrass
Sokolow teaches you how to play
Mandolin is specifically
blues on the banjo with this
instructional book and audio pack! designed to quickly and
You'll learn: how to play the
simply show you how to play
blues in several banjo tunings;
bluegrass mandolin. It
how to play in the styles of blues
teaches everything you'll
greats like Mississippi John Hurt,
Lightnin' Hopins, B.B. King, Skip need to know including:
chords (both open and
James, and many more; licks,
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'bluegrass chop' variety),
rhythm, single-note playing,
double stops, fiddle tunes,
playing in all keys
(transposing from one key to
another), playing backup,
introductions or "kickoffs",
and tremolo. Lessons use
classic bluegrass songs and
tunes to help you build a
great bluegrass repertoire as
you learn. All songs and
examples from the book are
recorded at both slow and
regular speeds on the CD.
Written in standard notation
and tablature.

including Carl Martin, Charlie
McCoy, Yank Rachell, Howard
Armstrong and Johnny Young, the
mandolin was a convincing
member of the blues
ensemble.All of these player's
styles are featured here as
well as bluegrass music
innovator Bill Monroe, Jethro
Burns (Homer and Jethro,) Tiny
Moore (Bob Wills' Texas
Playboys) and Johnny Gimble
Special sections cover basic
blues shuffle rhythm, creating
your own blues solos,
turnarounds and introductions.
Music is written in tablature
and standard notation.

music, diagrams, and
accompanying audio provide a
terrific, easy-to-use
resource for a variety of
topics, including playing
tips, practicing tips,
accessories, mandolin history
and lore, practical music
theory, and much more!

Blues Guitar Kalymi Music
The fun and easy way to learn
to play the mandolin The newest
addition to the highly
successful Dummies instrumentinstruction line, Mandolin For
Dummies gives you easy-tofollow, step-by-step
instruction on learning to play
DADGAD Blues Hal Leonard
How to Play Boogie Woogie
the mandolin. Following the
Corporation
Guitar John Wiley & Sons
time-tested Dummies format,
(Mandolin). Ready to take
While the mandolin is not as
Mandolin For Dummies provides a
your playing to the next
synonymous with the blues as
level of content and
the guitar, the fiddle's
level? Renowned fretted
instruction greater than
fretted cousin was an important instrument performer and
anything currently available.
lead voice in many string blues teacher Fred Sokolow presents Mandolin For Dummies breaks
bands of the 1920s through the valuable how-to insight that down the fundamentals of this
1940s including the Mississippi mandolin players of all
instrument and provides the
Sheiks, the Memphis Jug Band
styles and levels can benefit resources you need to practice
and the Dallas String Band. In
and improve your ability over
from. The text, photos,
the hands of great players
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time. Packed with individualized to start playing popular
instruction on key mandolinsongs! This book features
friendly musical styles,
melody, lyrics, and chord
including Irish and Celtic,
diagrams. Includes: Amazing
"old time" American music,
Grace * Blue Eyes Crying in
blues, bluegrass, swing, and
the Rain * Crazy * Cripple
jazz Files available via
Creek * Folsom Prison Blues *
download provide audio tracks
Friend of the Devil * Going
from the book and exercises so
to California * Hallelujah *
you can play along and build
Ho Hey * I Am a Man of
your skills -- almost 2 hours
Constant Sorrow * I Walk the
of music! Clear and useful
photos and diagrams ensure you Line * I'll Fly Away * Losing
My Religion * Maggie May *
fret, strum, and pick with
precision Includes a mandolin
Mr. Bojangles * Redemption
buying guide to help ensure you Song * Ripple * Rocky Top *
make the right purchases Tips
Take Me Home, Country Roads *
on restringing mandolins and
Tennessee Waltz * Wagon Wheel
other DIY care and maintenance * Wildwood Flower * Yesterday
topics If you're an aspiring
* Your Cheatin' Heart * and
mandolin player, don't fret!
many more.
Mandolin For Dummies has you
Bob Brozman's Bottleneck Blues
covered.
Guitar Oak Publications
Banjo Chords Hal Leonard
A collection of over 200 great
Corporation
Bluegrass, Old Time, Country
(Mandolin). A fantastic
and Gospel standards. Melodies
collection of 50 accessible, are presented with standard
must-know favorites for the
notation and tablature along
beginner who's learned enough with lyrics and chords.Learn to

play songs written and recorded
by the giants of traditional
American music: Bill Monroe,
the Stanley Brothers, Flatt &
Scruggs, Ralph Stanley, the
Osborne Brothers, Jimmy Martin,
Doc Watson and many more. Also
included: Step-by-Step
instruction on how to transpose
any song to any key!The two CDs
include recordings of EVERY
song in the book.
Play Like A Legend: Bill Monroe
Mel Bay Publications
Anyone interested in learning to
play mandolin can pick up this
book and get started right away.
This well-paced, comprehensive
method covers everything from
basic to advanced techniques.
Beginning concepts include reading
music and TAB, basic strumming
patterns, alternate picking,
tremolo, slides, and bluegrass and
blues styles. Intermediate topics
include hammer-ons, pull-offs,
cross picking, rolls, and more.
The book concludes with advanced
concepts like advanced harmonies,
12-bar blues, rhythm changes,
chord-melody playing, modes,
improvisation, and much more.
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Complete Mandolin Method breaks therequired to perform all styles
age-old dilemma of dry,
of music. I have included as
intimidating, and confusing method many chords possible in each of
books to provide a step-by-step
the 12 keys in music, as well
and enjoyable way to play. An MP3 as multiple voicings of each
CD with demonstrations of the
chord, providing lots of chord
examples in the book is included.
choices. While there is an
3 Chord Songs for Mandolin Hal
extensive library, I have also
Leonard Corporation
Comprehensive instruction for the included the most commonly
played and user-friendly chords
serious mandolinist. One of
for the majority of players -America's leading schools for
a convenient summary of easier
contemporary music-The National
Guitar Workshop-teaches you the
chords and common chord shapes
concepts, techniques and theory
for beginners. Learning your
you need to become a virtuoso
favourite chords is the first
performer. 96 pages each.
step, followed by learning to

Masters of the Mandolin Mel Bay
Publications
The Complete Cigar Box Guitar
Chord Book is the most
extensive library of chords
ever assembled for the 3-string
cigar box guitar. Incredibly,
there are hundreds of possible
chords with only three strings
in GDG tuning. Of course, there
are many "possible" chords with
some more practical and easier
to play, but this extensive
library will cover most chords

switch between chords to play
songs and chord progressions.
Improve your chords by playing
through some of the chord
progressions that are taken
directly from some of the most
popular songs ever written.
There is a good selection of
blues chord progressions that
cover many of the standard
blues changes in all keys.
Also, take some time to study
some of the standard strumming
and fingerpicking patterns.

Here you will see these familiar
rhythm patterns in many of your
favourite songs. If you need to
brush up on your chord theory,
you will find several pages
explaining how chords are
formed, the chord numbering
system, chord formulas, and
understanding chord
progressions. Visit my website
for more information and audio
tracks: www.brentrobitaille.com
/cbg-chord-book
www.brentrobitaille.com

Mandolin For Dummies Guitar
Lesson World
(String Letter Publishing).
Boost your blues I.Q. with
this lively, comprehensive
introduction to one of
America's most vital musical
legacies from the origins of
the blues in the rural South
and early masters like
Charley Patton and Blind
Lemon Jefferson, to the
guitars and techniques used
by acoustic blues players,
then and now. Leading roots-
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music performer and recording
artist Steve James answers 50
key questions for
contemporary blues guitarists
and fans alike and provides
invaluable reference
information on essential
recordings, books, websites,
workshops and more. With
Inside Blues Guitar , you'll
find the right gear,
repertoire and resources to
play the blues and truly
appreciate America's most
accessible and enduring
musical tradition.
Electric Blues and Rock Guitar
Hal Leonard Corporation
Take your blues mandolin
playing to the next level with
the Mandolin Blues Book. A
collection of 101 blues riffs
and solos ideal for all
mandolinists looking to get a
good grasp of jamming the
blues. The book covers all the
essential tools needed to play
blues mandolin. Start by
learning the 40 stylistic riffs

and 25 one and two bar blues
riffs in multiple keys, then
move on to the longer 12 bar
blues rhythm riffs and extended
solos. Most of the longer
rhythm riffs and solos follow
the standard 12 bar blues form,
so they are readily applicable
to the many mandolin playing
styles, including country,
rock, jazz, and bluegrass, to
name a few. To further deepen
your mandolin skills, study the
major, minor and blues scales
and arpeggios as well as the
library of mandolin chords and
blues chord progressions in all
12 keys. No book covers
everything, but with some
practice, you will be ready to
take your mandolin, jam the
blues with confidence, and show
off your new skills. Audio and
Video online: https://brentrobi
taille.com/product/mandolinblues-book/
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